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Doug Radford with Luton Minor (with the Newsletter from 1985
showing the model on the cover). Many of us have trouble keeping
a model without a refit for just one tenth of that time!

MEETINGSMEETINGSMEETINGS
The Christmas Party will be held on Saturday, 10th December 2005, entry by ticket
only.
The next meeting will be held on Tuesday, 14th February 2006 at Tennis Cove, Eastern
Valley Way, starting at 7.30 pm.

FROM THE
SECRETARY'S DESK

Hopefully by the time you read this the fence extension will be completed and the pits windsock relocated.
Hope to see you at the Xmas party. Best wishes to all members and their families for the coming festive
season.
Drive and fly safely.
Your Secretary

CAPTION COMPETITION

The competition winner is Simon Press with the caption as shown (necessarily edited to satisfy the censors).
A very close second was Margaret Kennard with "The end"
We thank all those who contributed, the judging was done by Colin Simpson (who better than the subject
matter of the picture) and Colin also donated the prize, an excellent bottle of red which will be presented to
Simon at the Christmas Party.

FINAL REMINDER
WRCS X-MAS PARTY
4 pm on SATURDAY
10th December

(dinner served at 6pm,bring along your ticket to hand it in!!)
We again are catered for by McGoo’s Spit Roast with lots of yummy food.

Adults $22;
Children 5-12 $10;
under 5 FREE
See Stefy Grech or Brian Porman at the field most Saturdays or send cheque (made
out to WRCS) and a stamped self address envelope to:
Stefanie Grech
42 Fuller Street
Collaroy Plateau 2097
plus Lucky Door prize
Raffle tickets (you don't have to be at the party to win!!) are $5 each. Prize is a
Sportsman Aviation 46 size ARF “MAD DOG” 69 inch wing span, 47 inches long wing
area 595 sq in wing loading 17-19 ozs per sq ft
Second raffle: (you do have to be at the party to win!!) at $10 each.
Prize is an ARF Galaxy models P51D Mustang 68inch (1.7 m) wing span
for .91 four stroke or .61 two stroke. (donated by Extreme Hobbies)
Kids' Raffle (all the kids at the party are eligible!!) is an electric twin
engined 18 inch span Messerschmitt (also donated by Extreme Hobbies)
Tickets from Brian Porman

DAVE'S SPITFIRES

David Pound's large 96" Spitfire won the
May Scale Day over 7kg military, it has
an Enya 1.80, 18x10 master prop,
retracts, 6 servos, and weighs 10kg. It is
scratch built.
The smaller 66" Spitfire was scratch built
then rebuilt by Dave, with Magnum 90 4
Stroke, 14x8 master prop, 6 servos,
retracts, and pilot ejecting system,
weight 4kg.
This smaller model was 2nd in the
November Scale Day in under 7kg
military, Dave had a problem on the
landings as the wheel struts were
twisting inward causing the model to
nose over after landing. This was fixed
by filing flats on the wheel struts
stopping them from twisting.
A little novelty is that the smaller model
has an ejecting pilot, the pic on the left
shows the pilot ejecting, it is near Dave's
shoulder.
Some wag was heard to comment
"premature ejeculation” but if you saw
the way Dave flies the model you would
know why any sane pilot would wish to
abandon the aircraft.

David is well assisted by Jean (see inset) as his pit crew, Jean is seen here with Harry Hubmann's jet pilot
helmet

WELCOME HOME
November/December sees the return to Oz of 2 former Members with
formidable reputations, we welcome them back.
Mike Minty (pictured right) has
returned yet again from
extensive travels in the
Americas and the Old Dart, for
the past 6 years we have
enjoyed Mike's travelogue
reports from a variety of
destinations. How long is he
staying this time? That is like
asking "how long is a piece of
string?".
Martin Cowen (pictured left) joined WRCS as a child, being the son of
Tim Cowen (after whom the Perpetual Trophy for Scale Day is named).
His very long association with WRCS was only broken a few years ago
when he migrated to Canada. He has since married and has 2 kids and
is returning to Oz for at least a few years with some new work
developments bringing him home ... he is bringing some nice models back also to play with!

FROM THE
WORKSHOP
After reading the last 2 issues of the Mag, we
are all aware of the sad fate of Kerry Smith's
C47 at Scale Day.
Never mind, in spite of appearances (see pic)
Kerry assures us that the C47 will fly again.
Just like the real thing, those C47's are hard to
keep out of the sky.

THE DELTA DARTS

What can you do with a stack of sticks
of balsa and tissue paper which will
bring a smile to an 8 to 11 year old
children? The answer is obvious.
MAKE A DELTA DART!! (Or in our
case, 34 of them!!)
Thanks to the generosity of Miniature
Aero Sports Inc (MAS NSW), we were
able to run a "flight night" to remember
for the Cub-Scouts of Scouts Australia
Fairfax District on 1st November. A
very special thanks go to Val Vickers
for her assistance and valuable advice.
This District activity involving all 3 CubScout Packs had been programmed for
some time, the Cub-Scouts prepared
for it by learning about kite safety, as
well as how hot-air balloons and
parachutes work.

The highlight of the evening was when each of the
Cubs was provided his/her own Delta Dart model to
fly.
These balsa/tissue rubber band models were provided
by MAS as an educational tool and the Leaders spent
some long evenings constructing them in preparation
as it was decided that it was not appropriate for the
Cubs to use super-glue on the night.
Anyway, WHAT A FANTASTIC NIGHT followed by a
terrific sausage sizzle.
Most of the Cub-Scouts still had their treasured
models at the end of the evening to take home with
the challenge to make adjustments using Post-It labels
for rudder/ailerons and Blue-Tack for nose weights to
get level and lengthy flights.

The photos speak for themselves.

November 2005: - Fun-Fly

(Report & pics - David Foster)

Good conditions, great flying, lotsa fun! Results as follows:
OPEN CLASS
1st Harry Hubmann 967 points
2nd Monte Udrzal 900 “
3rd Tom Sparkes 609 “
4th Al Zuger 608 “
5th Peter Coles 608 “
Below: Monte Udrzal came 2nd

Above: Harry Hubmann came 1st
SPORTSMAN CLASS
1st Tom Sparkes 698 points
2nd Simon Press 524 “
3rd David Foster 418 “
4th Brian Porman 45 “
5th Peter Coles 0 “
(Entered but unable to fly )

Right: Simon Press came 2nd
STOCK CLASS
1st David Foster 805 points
2nd Tom Sparkes 637 “
3rd Al Zuger 606 "
4th Mark Ter Laak 540 “
5th Mike Minty 0 “
(Crashed after takeoff )
Below: Al Zuger came 3rd

Above: David Foster came 1st
The trophies were presented by Brian Porman, Club Secretary

Left: The Encouragement Award, a
World Models Super Sport 40 ARF
generously donated by Peter Coles,
went to Mark Ter Laak

How does a glow plug work?

(Contributed by Dave Pound)
Contrary to what many have previously been led to believe the following is an explanation
of how a glow plug functions in a motor.
The plug is initially heated by applying a voltage (typically 1.5 volts) to it. This is to cause
it to glow so as to ignite the fuel at compression and start the internal combustion cycle.
Once the cycle has started the power source can be disconnected as with the heat
generated at combustion the catalytic reaction generated between the methanol and
platinum in the plugs coil becomes sufficient to keep the process going.
The catalytic reaction is a reaction whereby platinum will glow in the presence of methyl alcohol vapour. This
will happen without any external power source being applied!
How do you select the correct plug for your application and why?
To do this you need to understand a little more of the theory behind the process. In glow fuel the catalytic
reaction is generated between the methanol and platinum only. Castor oil, synthetic oil, nitro methane etc do
not generate a catalytic reaction with the platinum.
Next you need to understand that a certain surface area of platinum is required to generate a sufficient catalytic
reaction to keep the internal combustion process going.
Also it is necessary to allow extra surface area for the reaction to be great enough when it diminishes with the
available methanol dropping as in the case at motor idle.
Simply put, cold plugs are manufactured using a thicker wire to give greater surface area to facilitate a greater
glow and thus the required catalytic reaction where less methanol is present in the fuel mixture.
So! More nitro means less methanol which in turn means a greater surface area of platinum will be required to
generate the required catalytic reaction.
Correspondingly a lesser oil content can mean more available methanol and lesser surface area of platinum
would be required to generate a sufficient catalytic reaction.
Suddenly it all makes sense! To work out which temperature plug to use you need to know how much methanol
is in your fuel not how much nitro or oil. As a rough rule of thumb:
80% methanol or above use a hot plug .
70% ~ 75% use a medium plug .
60% ~ 75% use a cold plug.
65% or less use a very cold plug.
Idle Bars and Other Stuff
Again contrary to what many believe the idle bar on a glow plug is not necessarily what its name would
suggest. It is in fact to stop any fuel not vapourised from dousing the platinum coil of the glow plug by
dispersing it away from the coil.
Why are plated coils not at good as platinum alloy coils?
Plated coils suffer from very quick degeneration as the plating breaks down under operating conditions. As bits
of plating come off the coil the plug is effectively becoming a hotter and hotter unit until in a comparatively short
time it is no longer able to perform its function.
Conversely a platinum alloy coil will still degenerate but as it is platinum alloy throughout, the surface remains
as platinum alloy and the plug continues giving much the same characteristics for quite a very long time.

RUMPLER
TAUBE "DOVE"

This is one of the last of the pre-World War I, firstgeneration aircraft to be utilized in combat. Seriously
outdated by the outbreak of World War I in 1914, the
Rumpler Taube ("Dove") was nevertheless built in
significant quantities by a large number and variety of
manufacturers. By 1915, its shortcomings, including a
maximum speed of only 60 mph, were readily apparent to all who flew or serviced it. As a result, it quickly
became one of the most vulnerable of all combat aircraft types utilized during the first months of the war. The
Taube soon was removed from front-line service as an observation platform and quickly relegated to lessdemanding roles, such as training.
Noteworthy is the fact the Taube still used wing-warping for roll control during a period when virtually
everything else in the skies was equipped with ailerons.

STATISTICS OF THE
RUMPLER TAUBE
Manufacturer: Rumpler
Model: Taube
Year: 1910
Span:
Length:
Height:
Wing Area:
Empty Weight:
Gross Weight:
Max. Speed:
Max. Altitude:
Max. Range:

45.83 feet
33.5 feet
10.5 feet
280 square feet
950 pounds
1,200 pounds
60 mph
10,000 feet
4 hours

At Scale Day it was cruelly suggested that this column should be renamed Colin 9.9 after the number of reports
featuring our club Pres.
After crashing his C47-Dakota on Scale Day, Kerry Smith had trouble locating his aircraft. In spite of a lost
model device installed, he found that the tracker had not been turned off, flattening the battery!! Unfortunately
his model found the only area of a rockface that was not covered by vegetation. OUCH!
Most readers realised that Col Simpson's Mustang was a P51 (and not P49) and that GF's "bear" was spread
all over Shepparton (and not Adelaide) as printed in the Nov Mag. The problems were corrected before the
Newsletter was posted on the Net.
Is Garry Welsh's middle name "Hawkeye"? Often he has assisted your Editor in correcting the many mistakes
that this amateur publisher makes. Thanks, Garry
Des Rim, Garry Welsh and Garry's DR109, Trolley, Corsair and Stampe made it into the Gary Sutherland
“Mammoth Scale Down Under” atricle of Shepparton 2005 in the Flying Scale Models mag December 2005 at
the top of page 23.
Early Christmas decorations at the field? Assorted cables, wires, plugs and servos hanging from the trees!! NO,
just Peter Papas' plane after he absolutely shredded it flying at full speed into the trees.

USEFUL HINT
(from an old publication) ...

PLAN PRINTING ON TIMBER
From the plan, photocopy the parts required to be cut
(make sure there are no distortions). Lay the copies
onto the timber face down and use a hot iron on the
back of the copy to transfer the sketch (the photocopy
toner is made of carbon which is reactivated by the
heat from the iron).

ADVANCED ENGINEERING??

The A380 taking off from Sydney.
We understand that the wingtips are made in Australia........what a technologically advanced country we are!
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